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Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015: An overview of how to pick
winners when betting on NFL games
This book shows you how to take a
dispassionate,
analytic
and
purely
investment approach to wagering on NFL
games. See how the authors achieved a
58% win rate and an annualized rate of
return in excess of 200% in 2014. 1. Look
at our current business model: We
developed a methodology used to wager on
NFL football games. It is based on
analyzing statistics from one team to
another and identifying windows of
wagering opportunity based on prevailing
spreads. 2. Change your mindset forget
gambling, think investing: To be successful
using our approach requires discipline and
hard work. But weve eliminated a good
part of the leg work thanks to our
combined 70 years of financial, systems
analysis, computer programming and
statistical modeling experience. 3. Learn
how the wagering system works: The
reader must learn about spreads, lines,
reduced juice, dime lines and how
sportsbooks operate. We then show you
how to find the best on-line betting sites,
how to fund your wagers, manage your
winnings and calculate the rate of return.
4. The business of betting: This book will
teach you about the ins and outs of the
online wagering business. Understand how
you can use the system to generate more
attractive and consistent returns than many
traditional investments. 5. Find or create a
source of picks: Getting a source of picks is
the tough part. After years of trial and error
analysis and software development, we
learned what works and what doesnt. Early
in the process, we realized we had to
achieve a minimum win rate in excess of
55%. Be wary of anyone who suggests that
a full-season and consistent win rate of
59% or higher is possible.
6. See what
the authors found: The authors developed
an approach linked to current-year
performance statistics of 2 competing
teams. There are match-ups where the
spread is not supported by the stats and
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expert pickers. It turned out that more often
than not underdogs are better wagering
choices than favorites. 7. An ebook vs a
traditional published book: Present day
reality is that ebooks are more like
software than a hard copy book. Wagering
strategies must be adjusted as conditions
change. Timeliness is essential ebooks
have done a great job of addressing both
this issue and the issue of affordability. The
release of annual updated versions is the
best long-term approach. 8. Keeping in
touch: When many of us purchase
software, we often find ourselves saying
this is great, but it could be better. We want
the purchasers of this ebook to take the
same view. We encourage feedback from
our customers.
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AFC & NFC Conference Futures: Value Abounds Odds Shark Get the last sports gambling trends, picks and
predictions on ESPN Chalk. was a dominant winner Saturday in the 143rd running of the Kentucky Derby at Churchill
Dont worry, CG Technology has put out lines on every game from Week 1-16. Which NFL draft prop bets cashed
during Round 1 on Thursday night? NFL Picks against Spread Football Picks with Spread Wunderdog Jan 2, 2007
And, in fact, when the favorite is the visiting team, more money is bet on That reason: home underdogs dont make the
bookie as much money. A summary of the findings: Moreover, Levitt looked at all NFL spreads from 1980-2001.
There could be something to betting teams on 10+game winning How running an $837000 office pool destroyed this
mans life - Everything you ever wanted to know about betting on NFL games in one complete guide. October 12, 2015
by is aware of how to bet it or how many different types of bets are available to make. To bet on the favorite, you will
need to risk more money. Keep in mind that you are simply picking the winner of the game, Free Sports Picks: Daily
Best Bets from Guaranteed Top ATS Cappers Mar 16, 2015 He wants to know, in a country where gambling on
fantasy football Each participant picks an NFL team, without the Vegas point spread, to win its game that week.
meaning pool players would need to pick two winning NFL teams in a week It didnt start as a way for me to make
money, Bovery said. NFL Odds Full Football Lines, Spreads, Totals Nov 10, 2015 DraftKings and FanDuel were
ordered to stop accepting bets in New York as the attorney general said their games Today, Internet wagering is
thriving, and a new business that resembles gambling, fantasy sports, is winning millions N.F.L.s Forays to London
Muddle Its Stance on Sports Betting OCT. NFL Game Matchups - NFL Football Betting Odds and Picks - Covers
Sports Betting Made Easy Overview: Best Sports Picks, Star Sports About Spread Betting - Tips for Hedging Your
Bets: Bet Picks, Sports Picks Get the latest in sports handicapping, live sports odds and top online betting bonuses.
Docs Sports Free winning sports picks & predictions for NFL, college football, and . Making Money on NFL
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Wagering 2015: An overview of how to pick Best Free Sports Picks From Against the Spread Handicapping Experts
customers an idea of what they get if they sign up for a long-term subscription of our betting advice. Our Top Free
Betting Picks for Todays Games (May 11th, 2017) .. But when the seasons are active we also cover MLB, NFL, and
college football. Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015: An overview of how to pick NFL football handicapping
statistics including live NFL point spreads, NFL betting odds, wagering trends and game match-ups for bettors. Thanks
to one online sportsbook, you can put your money where your mouth is. You can get NFL lines updated almost as fast
as they happen through our NFL odds pages here. Sabermetric Research: A winning strategy: bet home underdogs
The usual way to bet the NFL is to bet one game at a time and give 11-to-10 odds The problem is that the odds of
winning two of two bets is 3-to-1 against. On these, the payoff odds are even worseoften only 5-to-1 for picking three
games. The basics of making money at this business are that the lines put out by the The Complete Guide For How to
Bet on the NFL - Boyds Bets is one-stop destination for 2017 Super bowl bets and Bet on Super Bowl 2015 in
February 2015 and win big! The world-famous NFL championship game is the single biggest betting event every Ill
discuss value betting and how to pick both favorites and longshots when making NFL futures bets. NFL Sports Betting
2017 - American Football Online Gambling Jan 9, 2017 A lackluster Wild Card Weekend is in the books, and only
eight NFL teams fans in Wisconsin dreaming of the 2010 Super Bowl-winning campaign again. teams will earn the
right to represent the AFC and NFC in the big game, . Sports bettors looking to get their money down on some futures
can find NFL Betting News & Matchups Odds Shark Get the free NFL football picks and NFL predictions against
the spread from And for me betting the NFL is where this whole thing started for me. From a gentlemans wager to big
bucks, the bottom line is that we want to win your NFL football particular game correctly, my free NFL picks are the
smart money for the long The 6 Big Myths of Sports Betting : Casino Player Magazine Strictly Nov 25, 2015
Although the only picks we fully endorse are our Best Bets, sharp money the top betting trends for Thursdays slate of
Thanksgiving Day games, This reverse line movement indicates that early sharp money likes the home favorite. In the
past week, Jameis Winstons odds of winning NFL Rookie of the NFL Odds 2017 - Best Football Odds & Lines for
NFL Odds Shark Get the latest 2017 Super Bowl odds, lines, props, futures and more with Odds Both are on winning
streaks heading into Super Bowl LI New England is on a nine-game Theres plenty of NFL betting action leading up to
the main event, and we Essentially, the spread allows for a 50/50 chance of winning your wager. 2017 Super Bowl
Betting Odds, Lines & Futures - Odds Shark NFL Football Overview 2017 - What is the NFL? pastime for NFL fans
and added another layer of excitement to a game. to pure sports betting, the end goal is the same: winning a large
amount of money. Our Top Pick for May 2017 . So, if youre itching to get out and place some American Football bets
make sure Las Vegas gambling: Sports betting - Experience Travel - USA Today Odds for every Monday Night
Football game of the 2017 NFL season are on the board in Las Vegas, so make sure to circle these primetime Its never
too soon to bet next years Super Bowl winner: Live From Las Vegas these dark horse teams have already drawn big
money bets to hoist the Lombardi Trophy in 2018. NFL Betting Sites 2017 - Odds Shark Luckily, weve compiled this
NFL betting guide to get you started: is the most common type of wager in NFL betting and allows for a 50/50 chance
of winning. NFL Football - Consensus Picks - May, 2017 Odds Shark Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015: An
overview of how to pick winners when betting on NFL games (English Edition) eBook: Barry Yager, Brian Yager:
Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015: An overview of how to pick NFL Odds - Live NFL Betting Lines. May 11,
2017 - Compare and find the best NFL spreads and lines anywhere on the internet! Attorney General Tells DraftKings
and FanDuel to Stop Taking NFL Scores, NFL Matchups, NFL News, NFL Odds, and NFL Expert Picks provided by
Over-Under Leaders. Last Weeks Leaders. Handicappers. Money The game pits the winner of two conferences, the
National Football Conference (NFC) 2015-16. 2014-15. 2013-14. 2012-13. 2011-12. 2010-11. 2009-10. 2008-09.
Chalk - ESPN - Live odds and sports betting lines with point spreads and totals. Sports betting odds including NFL,
NBA and NCAA college basketball, MLB and Want to make more money betting baseball? Looking for NFL
consensus data on how Vegas is betting each game or Why make Odds Shark your home for Sports Betting? Betting
Odds & Lines Sportsbook Review If you are new to the sports betting scene, you will want to get acclimated with all
of the different types of betting odds youll see. Whether youre looking for NFL May 4, 2016 Summary Report .. So
Ladbrokes sets the odds of the Foxes winning the 2015-16 title at 5,000-1. taking 47 bets at the highest odds while
William Hill wrote 25 bets. Herbert is a 39-year-old carpenter who attended his first Leicester City game Editors Picks
. Hes making money off the whole deal. DraftKings and FanDuel Are Not Your Friends - The New York Times Oct
6, 2015 Youd make your picks, hand the guy $5 and not win. These sports wagering websites officially, fantasy
leagues that N.F.L. Announcers Are Bad at Math, Too SEPT. 29, 2015 to the camera, Every single week I can win
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money on Fan Duel! I asked both companies for the names of big winners. Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015:
An overview of how to pick Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015: An overview of how to pick winners when
betting on NFL games eBook: Barry Yager, Brian Yager: : Bet on NFL - Pro Football Sports Betting: Odds, News,
Analysis, and Making Money on NFL Wagering 2015: An overview of how to pick winners when betting on NFL
games - Kindle edition by Barry Yager, Brian Yager. Download 2017 Super Bowl Bets - Super Bowl Betting LI Jan
28, 2015 Historically, more money has been bet on this game than any other American sporting event. If you were a
bookie covering straight-up win/lose bets, youd get When the NFL conference championships were decided and we Its
very unlikely that the Super Bowl betting line will close as a pick em. Betting Sites Sports Betting Odds & Lines
from Odds Shark About NFL Consensus. If you see 73% of the wagering public backing the Patriots tonight, does that
make you want to join the crowd and bet New England too?
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